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Abstract: 
This document describes the design initial design of a functional composition framework 
for the network subsystem of the ANA Node. Two independently developed, yet 
orthogonal and complementary components are detailed. They may be used in 
combination to provide flexible runtime adaptation, which is a fundamental requirement 
for achieving the autonomic goals of the project. The first is the composition mechanism 
which enables the flexibility to modify or extend the functionality of the ANA Node. The 
second it the information sensing and sharing framework, which by enables system 
awareness and can be used to drive/trigger adaptation. The combination of the two may 
be used to carry out autonomic optimisations and reconfiguration tasks. An analysis of 
the building blocks is presented and wherever possible we provide implementation 
details and evaluation results. 
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Executive Summary 

The goal of the ANA project is to explore novel ways of organising and using networks 
beyond legacy Internet technology. The ultimate goal is to design and develop a novel 
network architecture that can demonstrate the feasibility and properties of autonomic 
networking. As specified in the description of work, it is the intension of the project to 
address the self-* features of autonomic networks such as auto-configuration, self-
organisation, self-optimisation, self-monitoring, self-management, self-repair, and self-
protection. 
In order to meet the self-* goals set, it is important to enable flexible adaptation of the 
ANA node operation in response to the application requirements (mission) and imposed 
operational environment constraints (administrative policies, network conditions, system 
limitations, etc). At the same time collaborative functionality should be easily achievable 
among a compartment’s members so as to provide both redundant and/or collective 
servicing. 
To this end the aim of this deliverable is the description of the design and the prototype 
implementation of an architecture that can enable and drive adaptation. The composition 
framework and its comprising building blocks is the enabling technology that permits the 
inclusion or exclusion of functionality, or the re-configuration of the existing one. The 
information sensing and sharing framework is the means for igniting and triggering 
adaptation by enabling event-based awareness in a system (of its state, the external 
operational environment, and its mission). The current prototype abides and complies 
with the ANA Node Blueprint (D1.4/5/6v1) and the previously investigated requirements 
of this component of the project (D2.2). 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

The main aim of this task is the design and development of the framework that will 
constitute the basic network subsystem in the ANA node, by means of which it will be 
possible to dynamically and flexibly integrate new and evolving network functionality 
and carry out autonomicity-driven reconfiguration. During the course of the past 18 
months of the project this task has focused on the following areas:  

• A methodical analysis of the lessons learned from traditional strict-layered 
architectures in order to identify the cases where layering provided an acceptable 
solution, and where this model is deemed insufficient for autonomic architectures 
such as ANA. From the results of this analysis, it has been decided which 
functions, abstractions and other aspects of current models, need to be 
incorporated in the design of the ANA communications system. This has led to a 
design of a prototype framework that enables functional composition in ANA and 
which is presented in this document. 

• A study of various research proposals from the literature on cross-layering and 
information sharing, in order to understand how to best exploit their properties 
and usage patterns in our design. The results of this study are reflected in the 
prototype design of an event-driven architecture that provides system and network 
awareness and which can be used to drive or trigger the functions of (re-) 
composition in autonomic architectures. 

• We have developed independent implementations of both systems and carried out 
initial evaluations of their operation, feasibility and flexibility in enabling the 
functionality required for the purposes of ANA. The composition framework has 
so far been integrated in the ANA software providing a very basic functionality 
and is currently being tested. Its functionality will be enriched in the near future 
through a more sophisticated classification engine from the literature [-11]. The 
information sensing and sharing architecture having more complex requirements, 
although implemented in its core functionality, it has not yet been integrated in 
the ANA software, but has been comprehensively tested through simulations for 
its conformance to the requirements. Its integration with the ANA system is also 
eminent in the course of the project. 

In accordance with conceptual work carried out in tasks 1.5 and 3.1, the work carried out 
in this task can interface and use (albeit not rely on) the components developed in these 
tasks to drive composition and enhance the ANA system’s ability for autonomic 
behavior. 

Furthermore the designs presented in this document have taken into account requirements 
from tasks 2.1, 2.5, 3.2 and 3.3 to enable the expected degree of flexibility for introducing 
functions, mechanism or strategies for facilitating optimization tasks, servicing resilience 
needs, and customizing the communication transport between nodes.  
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1.1 Scope of Deliverable 
The aim of this deliverable is has been the analysis, design, prototype development and 
evaluation, of a functional composition framework that will leverage and enable the 
flexibility and functionality in the ANA architecture. The prototype abides to the 
specification of the ANA Node Blueprint (D1.4/5/6v1). 

To serve the autonomic purpose advocated in the ANA proposal it is important that 
functional composition and cross-layer control loops reflect the need for context-
awareness, dynamic adaptation, re-configurability and autonomic optimisation of the 
systems operation with regard to its mission, application, administrative policy above, as 
well as to the communication environment an traffic state below. 

To this end it has been within the scope of this deliverable to explore the need and 
propose prototype mechanisms by which the ANA node can sense its operational 
environment, and facilitate optimizations in its basic operation, as well as investigate the 
type of information needed to drive these optimizations and consider mechanisms for 
collecting and using the required information. 

1.2 Structure of the document 
This document is organized in the 5 sections and two main parts of work (delivered in 
section 3 and 4). Section 1 provides an introduction to the objectives and aims of this 
deliverable, defines the research scope of task 2.2 and describes how it relates to other 
tasks of the ANA project. 

Section 2 introduces the terminology used in this deliverable, abbreviations and 
definitions. 

Section 3 introduces the design and discusses in more detail the prototype 
implementation of the composition framework, which enables functional configuration 
and composition in ANA. 

Section 4 introduces and explains the design and prototype implementation of the 
information sensing and sharing architecture for providing awareness and drive the 
functional composition process.  

There has been an effort to preserve a relatively high level goal-driven description 
supported wherever required by technical examples, formal descriptions and only 
wherever needed implementation details so as to avoid flooding the reader with technical 
details that may hinder the understanding of the intensions and goals of this work. At the 
same time as we don’t intend to prescribe a “final” solution at this stage –the project is 
only half way through- we consider inappropriate to detail a technical annex. 

Finally section 5 concludes this deliverable, by summarizing how the operation of the 
two components couples to enable autonomic behavior in the ANA node architecture. 
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2 TERMINOLOGY 

2.1 Abbreviations 
ANA Autonomic Network Architecture 
API Application Programming Interface 
BP Bootstrap Protocol 
FB Functional Block 
IC Information Channel 
IDP Information Dispatch Point 
IDT Information Dispatch Table 
MC MINMEX Controller 
FC Functional Composition 

2.2 Definitions 
Identifiers:  

• An Identifier consists of a finite sequence of symbols of a given alphabet.  

• Identifiers are used for identification of an entity within a set of entities (e.g. to 
single out one or more objects from a set of objects). 

• Identifiers are typically persistent and globally unique within a given identifier 
space. 

• Within ANA, identifiers are used to identify objects, resources, etc. 

 
  Names: 

• A Name is a globally unique, persistent identifier used for recognition of an entity 
(e.g. object, resource, and host). For example, a name can be used to resolve the 
address/locator of the entity. 

• Within ANA, names are used to identify an entity (e.g. object, resource, and host). 
Names can thus be used to resolve the identifier or address/locator of an entity, 
which is necessary to gain access or communicate with the entity. 

 
  Addresses: 

• An Address is an identifier that is used for routing and forwarding.  
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• Addresses entail the information that is needed to transport data/information from 
a source to a destination.  

• In case of structured addresses, which define the location of an entity within a 
topology, addresses are also called Locators. 

 
Functional Blocks (FBs): 

• FBs are the information processing functions in ANA. 

• They generate, consume, process, forward information. 

• FBs run on one node only, which means a node has full control over the 
functional blocks it hosts. 

• They can have zero or more input and output. 

 
Information Channels (ICs): 

• ICs are the channel/medium over which communication between functional 
blocks takes place. 

Note: ICs can be logical, i.e. they can span across multiple nodes: it is a kind of 
“distributed object” (made of FBs and other “lower” ICs). 

 
Information Dispatch Points (IDPs): 

• IDPs are the entities that provide decoupling for ICs and FBs. That is, access to an 
FB or IC is done via the IDP it is bound to. 

• IDPs allow dynamic (re-)binding of FBs and ICs in a way that is transparent to the 
“client” of the FB or IC. That is, the entity bound to an IDP can be changed but 
the IDP used to interface with the entity remains. 

• IDPs perform no processing except data forwarding (actual processing of data is 
performed by FBs). 

 
Compartments: 

• Compartments are non empty sets of Functional Blocks (FBs), or non empty sets 
of composed FBs (where a composed FB is two or more FBs hosted by the same 
ANA node), agreeing on some common set of operational and policy rules (the 
“recipe”). 

• The common recipes are typically the communication principles, protocol(s) and 
policies to be used. 

o Examples of common communication principles: how naming, addressing, 
routing, etc. is handled 

o Examples of protocols: communication protocols between peer FBs on 
different nodes, etc. 
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o Examples of common policies: membership (join/leave) procedures trust, 
etc. 

• FBs forming a compartment communicate through Information Channels (ICs). 
ICs can be seen as abstractions of “connections” or “communication channels” 
through underlying compartments. In case there are no underlying compartments, 
ICs represent the underlying communication channels (outside the ANA world) 
that are used for transferring information between FBs (e.g., an inter-process 
communication channel, a L2 channel). 

• Some compartments may require a minimal set of (composed) FBs in each and 
every participating ANA node. This is considered again as part of the 
compartment policies. Those composed FBs are closely related FBs 
interconnected through IDPs. 
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3 ENABLING AUTONOMIC BEHAVIOR AND 
FUNCTIONAL EVOLUTION 

3.1 General  
In summary, the motivation for the work presented in this deliverable lies on the need for 
adaptation as a fundamental enabling capability for autonomic operation as argued in [3]. 
The feedback loop in the lifetime of an autonomous system (be that a network or a node) 
follows the pattern:  

Sense  Infer/Decide/Select  Adapt  Sense 
Or 

Sense  Adapt  Sense 
The top control loop refers to autonomicity that lies on intelligent or evolutionary 
processes that lead to what we have called in D2.2 “long term” adaptation. If we were to 
a draw an analogy to the physical world, this would correspond to the conscious thinking-
acting process of a human brain, or the way that evolution is driven in nature. It has to do 
more with the ability of a system (physical or artificial) to modify its internal structure, 
and add or remove traits/features 
The bottom control loop on the other hand, refers to autonomic behavior that corresponds 
to hard-wired processes, or what we have called in D2.2 “short term” or “fast” adaptation. 
In the analogy we did, this would correspond to instinctive behavior of a human or an 
animal in response to instincts and intuition. Therefore it mostly refers to autonomously 
adapting behavior by optimizing the existing structure. 
As part of the work carried out in this task, in the preceding chapters of this deliverable 
we have tried to model and capture the semantics and operation of the Sensing and 
Adapting processes and enable them in ANA. 

3.2 Sense and Adapt Capabilities in ANA 
Error! Reference source not found., captures the essence of the work in this task. It 
illustrates the envisioned capability that the two main activities in this task, opt to enable, 
and illustrate how the functional composition framework and the information sensing and 
sharing architecture integrate and interact with the remaining of the ANA architecture. 
Both the composition framework and the information sensing and sharing architecture 
reside somewhere between the data plane and the control plane. They both operate as 
functional blocks (abiding to the broader paradigm of ANA) in the ANA playground, and 
interact with other functional blocks in the playground through the MINMEX message 
broker. 
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Starting from bottom to top in Error! Reference source not found., functional blocks 
that collect information in the control plane (out-of-band) or in the data plane (in-band), 
provide input to the information sensing and sharing architecture. In return the ISS 
system is able to generate various different notifications (that correspond to different 
ways of correlating that low level information into high level -composite- event patterns). 
These notifications are delivered to subscriber functional blocks either in the data plane 
or the control plane.  
Functional blocks in the data plane are typically participants in the data path processing 
(function composite) of data traffic and which are able to carry out optimizations e.g. by 
updating configuration parameters in protocol functions. 

Functional blocks in the control 
plane correspond to higher level 
inference logic that upon reception 
of appropriate input information, 
they may choose to enable/disable a 
function, re-compose or modify the 
data path processing (function 
composite), or create a new 
functional context (functional 
composition instance) in response 
to an ANA compartment 
instantiation. 

 

 

Figure 1. Task 2.2 inside ANA 

Finally all these dynamic operations 
are made possible through the 
functional composition framework 
functional block, which hosts 
different collaboration schemes for 
data plane functional blocks, and 
exposes a control plane API for the 
management of these collaboration 
schemes in the context of different 
compartments. 
Note that such a collaboration 
scheme, which captured in the 
design and implementation of 
function composite classifier does 
not include the data plane functional 
blocks themselves (it does not 
provide any sort of execution 
environment), instead the 
implementation of a classifier 
implements the rules and principles 
that govern their collaboration. 
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4 FUNCTIONAL COMPOSITION 
FRAMEWORK 

4.1 Overview - Current Architectural Limitations  
Fixed network architectures such as the TCP/IP have thus far served technological 
advances in the Internet. However, and although robust and more controllable, the static 
nature of current network subsystems has been also problematic. First of all in facilitating 
fast evolution to serve emerging application requirements and second for facilitating 
adaptation/customization to different or changing operational conditions, which has been 
a requirement of many modern application domains (sensor networks, mobile networks, 
etc). This imposes a fundamental restriction in achieving convergence of different 
network technologies as well as on fulfilling emerging goals (protection, resilience, QoS, 
etc). On the other hand this the exact essence and long term objective of autonomically 
behaving systems. 
The degree of self-management expected in an autonomic system imposes strong 
demands for a capacity to modify the functionality of the data plane or control plane; in 
occasions fast and effectively at runtime in response to emerging events, or mission 
changes. Although this is often achieved to some extend through a reconfiguration 
capability (cross-layering) or the capacity for incremental addition/removal of functions 
(active networks), we advocate a more holistic approach by offering the ability to 
restructure a data/control plane to satisfy different requirements criteria or serve different 
semantics.  
For many projects that take a “clean-slate” architectural approach, e.g. [1] to enable 
autonomicity, this leads to a radical shift in design philosophy. More specifically, at 
present applications are flexible and the systems are inflexible. Applications are 
developed in a best-effort approach to trade requirements compliance, while respecting 
the restrictions and limits imposed by the rigid infrastructure. The result is that things like 
QoS and resilience are rather difficult and cumbersome to achieve. 
The proposed alternative on the other hand advocates a sustainable degree of flexibility 
on both sides (application-system), whereby the system itself makes also a best effort to 
adapt to the application and user expectations for a given operational environment. In 
such a philosophy, the enforcement of strict rules (i.e. reluctance to adapt) towards the 
servicees (application), give place to a more “willing to optimize” attitude from on the 
system’s point of view. 
The most fundamental component for moving towards this goal is a holistic capacity for 
change. The decision of what suggests an optimal change towards adaptation as well as 
the assessment of its outcome (with regard to performance, redundancy, etc) is left for the 
moment out of the scope of this work and it is seen as an algorithmic problem. The 
achievement of the ultimate possible flexibility and ability to carry out a change of 
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functionality on the other hand, is the exact goal of this work. 
In the remainder of this section we introduce a framework that enables dynamic 
composition of functionality to leverage autonomic behavior. Before that however we 
give some background information on the goals and principles of the ANA project [1, 2] 
which motivate the herein presented work. We introduce the ANA system design 
approach that precipitates some of the design decisions made, after introducing the design 
of the functional composition framework we proceed to an early evaluation. We finish by 
explaining how the scope of this work differs from previous work on active networks and 
outline the future directions. 

4.2 Background, Motivation 
ANA [1] aims to design a clean-slate architecture for enabling autonomic system 
behavior that targets customization of a network to the user and application requirements 
and operational environment conditions [3]. 
The principle standpoint on ANA is a bottom-up approach where architecture-
determining criteria such as address handling and network formation that were static 
beforehand, shall be replaced by an autonomic management system that actively 
composes and customises the network provided functionality. The ultimate goal is the 
design of a dynamic and integrated network architecture where the network structure is 
not dictated in protocol standards, but handled by the network system itself. 
In ANA one of the fundamental primitives is that of an operational context (called 
compartment) within which a set of basic functionality providing elements (called 
functional blocks) cooperate to provide a service. Functional blocks may be co-located on 
the same ANA node or distributed across many. An ANA node provides simply a broker 
entity for functional blocks. An ANA node may map to a physical host but does not have 
to. It may also spawn across physical nodes or more than one ANA nodes may co-exist 
on a physical host. Adaptation is enabled through the coupling process among functional 
blocks, and indirection (through information dispatch points – i.e. label identified 
attachment points between functional blocks) is a crucial primitive for enabling this 
transparently and dynamically. 
A compartment dictates how functional blocks cooperate to enable a data, control, or 
management plane functionality or service. In the ANA world multiple compartments 
may be interfaced in a layered, peering or orthogonal way to combine operational 
contexts and promote a virtualization of an ANA network over the physical infrastructure 
(where the legacy internet is only one of them). 
The scientific objective of ANA is to challenge and prove the feasibility of this 
experiment (and not the performance at the moment). The aim is a network model that 
scales in time and in a functional way; that is, the network can extend both horizontally 
(more functionality) as well as vertically (different ways of integrating abundant 
functionality) and change over time. The main premise of this work is that a functionally 
scaling network is the basis for an evolving network which includes the various self-* 
attributes such as self-management, self-optimization, self-monitoring, self-repair, and 
self-protection. 
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In this “sea of functional blocks” the here in presented composition framework opts to 
provide the basic mechanisms for enabling their cooperation. It should be flexible enough 
to accommodate existing and even future type of cooperation schemes and not act as an 
impediment for future network developments. 

4.2.2  Project-specific objectives 
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of an ANA node. At the heart of and ANA node resides 
the MINMEX. It is a simple message passing microkernel that provides a message 
switching broker service to functional blocks. It may reside in the kernel space or the user 
space of the hosting platform. 

 
Figure 2. ANA Node block diagram 

Any other functionality is provided by means of functional blocks which reside in the 
ANA playground. The playground is like an execution environment vertical to the kernel 
user space bordering, which means that functional blocks may run in user space and or 
kernel space, exchanging messages through the MINMEX. 
All that is exposed to the MINMEX from the playground is a set of information dispatch 
points (IDP). As we mentioned earlier an IDP is the endpoints of message 
communication through which functional blocks exchange messages. An IDP of a 
functional block may be dynamically discovered through a well-known resolution 
process (and that is the only well-known thing in ANA). 
In the most simple form of communication (which is also the paradigm followed in 
today’s legacy network subsystems), any functional block already knows the IDP of any 
other functional block it wants to communicate with and is able to exchange directly 
messages with it. In this paradigm a function chain, i.e. the sequence of all subsequent 
functional blocks that will process a message, is rather explicit. In this model indirection 
is possible by explicitly “hiding” a functional block behind the already known IDP.  
One objective of the functional composition framework is to make this process more 
implicit and often transparent to the sender functional block, in other words more 
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dynamic. The benefits advocated are twofold. First, in this way a functional block will 
not need to have a-priori knowledge of a subsequent functional block in a function chain 
(possibly –but not necessarily- only of the functionality expected next). Note that this 
also allows a subsequent functional block in the function chain, to be remotely residing 
without having advertised its IDP locally. Second, decisions of the next receiving 
functional block can be more dynamic, and optionally based on run-time conditions and 
decisions which are beyond the semantics of the message sender (external conditions, 
system state, etc). At first glance in such a paradigm, opacity between functional blocks 
seems to dominate. However, in reality it is more transparency rather than opacity, since 
the sender functional block may express (through some predicate information) its 
wishes/expectations/requirements for the message delivery, but does not have explicit 
control of whom the message is delivered to. 
The dynamicity achieved through this first objective, opens the way for new routing 
potentials. By enabling more dynamic decisions, it is possible that the implementation of 
message routing in a hosted function chain takes into account different semantics without 
the introduction of hacks (cross-layering): 

− message state (as in legacy systems) 
− network occurring events (e.g. congestion, topology changes) 
− environment occurring events (e.g. radio noise levels) 
− node local state (e.g. power level, cpu load) 
− flow information 
− administrative policies  
− application profiling information 
− … etc 

This immediately allows more space for autonomic behavior as decisions can be based on 
multiple inputs and are external to the message path. They may be made at a more 
abstract (higher) level within the node or within a compartment. 
The second objective of the composition framework is to leverage virtualisation. As the 
main virtualization primitive in ANA is founded on the compartment to provide a 
collaborative context for functional blocks, the functional composition framework needs 
to be able to support these collaborative contexts by accommodating multiple 
independent function chains. In this aspect a functional block may appear in many 
function chains. A requirement for this is, of course, that the operation of the functional 
block internally should be as atomic as possible, and their sole dependencies in terms of 
other functional blocks to be expressed in an abstract way. Two independent function-
chains may as well interface/cascade or be otherwise coupled to provide the virtual 
combination of contexts advocated in the previous section. To imagine this in terms of an 
example from the legacy internet, a function chain servicing an IPv6 routing 
compartment may be using the services of an IPSec servicing function-chain, and 
therefore the two of them may be coupled for the needs of security IPv6 extension 
headers. 
A final requirement which is satisfied by the composition framework is for loose 
enforcement. As the existence of the composition framework is not internal to the 
MINMEX message exchange, but rather an ANA playground component (a functional 
block itself), if for some reason a set of functional blocks wish to communicate in a more 
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explicit way (as in TCP/IP today), then they are free to not use the composition 
framework service. 

4.3 General Design  
We now introduce the general design of the ANA functional composition framework and 
detail how this design achieves the aforementioned goals. There are two main parts 
encapsulating the functionality entailed in the composition framework: the runtime 
engine and the composition manager. 

4.3.2  Run-Time Engine 
The runtime engine (Figure 3) is responsible for the main operation of the functional 
composition framework. It integrates all the data structures and functions needed for 
processing incoming messages determining their recipient functional block and 
dispatching them. Incoming messages are en-queued scheduled for classification 
(decision of the next functional block in the processing chain) and dispatched. It is 
implemented as a functional block itself running in the ANA playground and providing 
services to other functional blocks that may want to use it. In this way it abides to the 
design principles of the ANA node. 
There are two types of requests that the framework services: 

− Lookup requests: An entity needs to know where it should send a message (or 
bulk of messages) 

− Routing requests: An entity passes a message to the framework, the framework 
determines (by means of the classifier) the recipient of the message and 
propagates the message to the recipient. 

 

 
Figure 3. Composition Framework Runtime Engine 
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The scheduler is responsible for de-queuing requests from the two queues respectively 
and invoking the function chain classifier to determine the next recipient of the message. 
Maintaining a scheduler as opposed to a simple dispatcher allows us to implement 
different scheduling strategies and processing priorities for the two queues, so as to 
achieve the best possible performance. 
A function chain classifier is at the heart of the composition framework and essentially 
represents a certain collaboration scheme among its participating functions, that can be 
static (in its simplest form as in legacy systems) or dynamically extensible encompassing 
whatever routing semantics one wants to accommodate in the routing process between 
functional blocks. Once a classification decision has been made and the next functional 
block in the processing chain has been determined, a response is formed and en-queued at 
the send queue. This response is either a response to a lookup request (routed back to the 
requested) or a propagation of a message directly to the recipient in the case of a route 
request. 
One may be tempted to think that in a sense the composition framework duplicates the 
message passing functionality of the MINMEX in a slightly more sophisticated way. 
However such a parallelization would be more than an oversimplification. Basically the 
functionality MINMEX provides and that of the functional composition framework differ 
in semantics. MINMEX does switching among functional blocks, while the composition 
framework provides the means for routing decisions (!) in a more or less sophisticated 
way (depending on the context instantiated in the classification engine). 
An important feature captured in Figure 3, is that the framework can accommodate 
multiple functional composition instances, which is aligned with the requirements for 
multiple collaborative functional contexts. Each of them owning its own queues, 
scheduling strategy, and classification engine is able to match the requirements, and 
capture the semantics and incentives of the service a compartment aims to provide. One 
may wonder why not run multiple instantiations of the functional composition functional 
block (each serving the purposes of a different compartment). Although this of course 
possible, however by enabling this feature it is possible to achieve more fine grained 
runtime control through the composition manager: It is possible to couple/cascade 
functional contexts, replace classification engines or scheduling strategies, etc by simple 
redirecting the queues of one composition instance to another or from one scheduler to 
another as a single step (of editing some data structured); and it all happens transparently 
to the servicees. 

4.3.3  Composition Manager 
The composition manager operates out of band to the runtime engine’s functionality. It 
implements a set of control functions that give access to the runtime component 
configuration tasks at runtime or at the instantiation time of a composition context 
instance. 
The functions it performs can be summarized in the following groups: 

− Instantiation of a new functional composition context: These functions create the 
data structures (queues, scheduler, classification engine, etc) and start the 
servicing threads for a new functional composition context. 
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− Access to a classifier engine for re-configuration tasks: These functions enable 
access to the classifier API of a functional block composite so that new functions 
can be added, or existing ones can be reconfigured or removed, and new policies 
may be established. 

− Customisation/Re-configuration of a composition instance of the framework: This 
set of functions allow the modification of various runtime re-configurable aspects 
of the framework’s structures such as scheduling quantum, queuing strategy, 
queue sizes, queue redirection, classifier replacement, etc. 

− MINMEX interfacing operations: These are function used to perform operations 
related to the interface with the MINMEX, such as IDP registration, key-val 
repository updates, etc. 

− Other housekeeping operations: This set includes some house keeping operations 
for the internal integrity of the functional composition framework. 

4.4 Integration with ANA 
In this section we describe the interfacing and operation of the composition framework 
within the ANA node. 

4.4.2  MINMEX Interfacing 
The runtime component registers with MINMEX two IDPs for each framework 
instantiation. One of them is for listening for message routing requests while the other is 
for servicing look-up requests. The dispatcher practically knows which queue to deliver a 
message to by observing which IDP is was received from. 

At the sending end a thread practically for each message at the send queue looks up the 
recipient IDP set by the classifier and sends to it the message. There is currently one 
sending queue for all framework instances, although if need appears it would not be 
difficult to extend it to facilitate multiple sending queues. 

The manager component exposes to the MINMEX one permanent IDP for listening to 
incoming (re-)configuration and framework management messages.  

One additional special IDP is registered with the MINMEX for the manager module 
which facilitates exclusive communication between the MINMEX and the runtime 
component. Through this IDP is possible for the MINMEX to inform the manager 
module about changes or updates in the state of the running functional blocks. This is 
needed so that the manger module can safeguard the correct operation of the instantiated 
function chains. 

The current prototype implementation of the composition framework has already been 
integrated with the ANA software. 
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4.4.3  Operation of Functional Composition Framework 
Let us revisit the dual functionality that the framework provides as its purpose probably 
needs a bit more explaining. In the most primitive datagram communication a sender 
sends an individual message to a recipient. All the sender needs to do is carry out its 
processing on the message payload, and dispatch the message to the next entity that will 
process it. This is a somewhat simple and agnostic message transmission. At best the 
sender may provide some predicate information that the framework can use to make a 
better decision in determining the recipient (in legacy stacks this would be the next 
header field in the datagram).  
In a somewhat more complex (less agnostic) case the sender might need to establish a 
“connection” or “session” by carrying out some form of negotiation or exchange of state 
information with the recipient before exchanging messages. 
Moreover the first case requires a per-message routing decision and dispatching 
throughout a message exchange (datagram switching), while the latter only takes one 
decision step (for the request) and then the whole message exchange may happen in batch 
between the involved functional blocks without further intervention from the functional 
composition framework (like circuit establishment). It is interesting to point out that a 
hybrid combination of the two is possible for separate hops across a processing chain. A 
more static version of it happens today in the legacy internet as datagrams are “circuit 
switched” inside the stack, and “packet switched” across in the network. In accordance 
with the aims of ANA, we generalize this process here by making it more dynamic and 
less hard-bounded. 
Figure 4 illustrates these two types of servicing and operation of the functional 
composition framework within the ANA. Note that a pair (or set) of functional blocks 
may freely choose to avoid using the services of the framework altogether as it is not 
enforced in any way, as this lack of strict enforcement is the exact essence of ANA.  
It should be obvious now that different incentives and performance requirements can be 
serviced by the composition framework through these two types of requests; and this has 
necessitated the two different queues in the block diagram above. When a request arrives 
the dispatcher examines its type and en-queues it to the respective queue. 
 

  
(a) lookup service (b) routing service 

Figure 4. Composition framework operation. 
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4.5 Basic Evaluation 

4.5.2  Flexibility 
From an implementation point of view several decisions have been made to further assist 
the extensibility of the composition framework. 

First of all the two queues in each framework instance maintain their own en/de-queuing 
primitives which are responsible for implementing different queuing strategies while 
maintaining the same interface towards the remaining of the frameworks building blocks. 
The dispatcher can then make use of different queuing strategies as instructed by the 
composition manager, while preserving the same API. 

Similar approach has been followed for the implementation of the scheduler. There an 
additional configuration capability has been added so that the operating system’s 
scheduling priorities can be set differently for each framework instance scheduler. 

The selection (at instantiation time or during re-configuration at run-time) or scheduling 
algorithm, queuing strategy, and queue service slices, at each framework instance enable 
the amortization of QoS performance and overhead introduced by the framework in 
specific operational conditions. 

Finally as has already been mentioned the implementation of a function chain classifier 
has an impact on the trade-off between flexibility and performance. Inevitably a more 
flexible and software implemented classifier will be expected to involve a high 
computational delay. However, an implementation that we consider porting in the near 
future from the literature [11] has been reported to achieve sustainable performance (near 
line speeds) at high flexibility, for edge networks. 

4.5.3  Performance 
We wanted to understand if the overhead introduced by the framework is at least constant 
and insignificant and therefore we conducted a very early delay overhead measurement 
with a user space implementation. The results are shown in Error! Reference source not 
found., by means of two delay distribution plots (time and pdf). 
We used a dummy pass-through classifier as we did not want to encounter classification 
overhead but instead measure how the framework “behaves”. For a number of runs we 
generated large numbers of messages (sized 100B - although this is of no important as 
they are copied by reference). The graph is indicative of the results and shows the 
propagation delay as messages traverse the framework, which remains on average 
constant in the range of 100-107μsec (for reference a 100Mbit net interface can generate 
one 1.5KB packet every 120μsec). Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation values 
for 3 of the runs. In the first run the existence of some outlier values led to a rather 
overvalued standard deviation. However as the mean shows the average delay is 
consistent with the that of the other runs. 
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Figure 5. Propagation delay distribution 

 
21845 messages / run 

Run Mean (μsec) Std. Deviation (μsec) 

1 105.6 42.2 
2 101.6 6.1 
3 102.5 9.9 

Table 1. Mean and std deviation for 3 runs 

4.6 Related Work 
The idea of developing extensible network subsystems, building composable protocols, 
and on-demand selecting data paths within a system or across a network is not new. Early 
research on the subject is as old as the Internet as this is the fundamental principle of 
routing and therefore already captured in most typical packet classifiers [4, 5, 6] and 
many of the ideas and the developments already appear in systems. Setting the border line 
between a rigid, inflexible system, which enforces a certain protocol function set, and a 
flexible one that allows dynamic selection of processing paths, is hard to define, as it 
depends on the viewer‘s standpoint. For example in today’s (considered fixed) TCP/IP 
network stack an application still may (in most cases) select to use a certain transport 
protocol (UDP over TCP), or not at all (raw sockets), IPSec or not, and implicitly select 
among multiple data processing paths (which is the essence of a classifier after all). 
In the past many systems have been developed that enable a certain (often fine grained) 
degree of extensibility of the classification engine and the resulting (set of possible) 
processing path(s). Some of the most prominent ones include [7, 8, 9, 10]. However what 
we are targeting in this project is somewhat different than this, as we opt for run-time re-
configurability and extensibility instead of compile time. 
Relatively more recent work on active and programmable networks has had similar but 
run-time objectives, namely on facilitating adaptive and extensible functionality either in-
band or out-of-band and in this respect our work here has borrowed and reused some of 
the ideas in the existing literature [11, 12, 13, 14]. However once again our scope is a bit 
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broader as we want not only to add/extend data path functionality, but also add context 
and semantics to this process it. An application does not need to explicitly instruct the 
deployment of one function of the other, and especially functions which are semantically 
unrelated to its operation, it is the system that we expect to adapt and customize. For 
example an application may need to express its QoS requirements as real-time, the 
system then given measurable metrics such as delay might choose to deploy a trans-
coding function increase the transmission rate, etc. 

Moreover only few active network solutions have considered the magnitude of the 
service composition model for real-life network environments and hence provide only a 
limited flexibility for the composition of network services. A common objective of most 
active network approaches was to expedite network evolution through solutions that 
enable extensibility of network functionality by way of dynamically loaded code. And 
most active network approaches, [13, 15, 16, 17, 18] accomplish this through software 
plug-ins or a similar form of active code integration. However a study [19] has revealed 
that even most extensible active router platforms lack sufficient flexibility in order to 
allow for true evolution. Such modular or plug-in based architectures typically limit the 
scope of future changes through pre-defined interfaces. Instead, true extensibility should 
not be limited to a fixed set of modules or plug-ins, but should rather allow modification 
and replacement of all components contributing to a service composite. 
Having argued the need for tailoring a system to different environments, virtualisation as 
a context-related capability becomes of a fundamental significance. ANA inherently 
permits and promotes this principle at different scales through the compartment primitive, 
which imposes the requirement on the composition framework the simultaneous, 
independent (and often orthogonal) coexistence of multiple processing function-chains. 

4.7 Conclusion & Future Work 
In this paper we have presented the design of a framework for managing the creation of 
functional service composites in ANA to leverage autonomic operation, detailing the 
aspects that render it a flexible and extensible solution. We have briefly evaluated a 
prototype user space implementation to assess its overhead. The results show that the 
processing latency imposed by it is relatively insignificant and constant. 
In this framework a classifier implements a function composite which captures the 
routing and collaboration semantics among processing elements. For this reason the 
continuation of this work will be in developing a number of classifiers able to provide 
processing paths based on different context incentives. A starting point will be a classifier 
engine from an active router architecture in the literature [11], which was shown to be 
flexible and extensible enough to facilitate new functions or compose evolvable 
protocols. 
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5 INFORMATION SENSING AND SHARING 
ARCHITECTURE 

5.1 Overview - Current Architectural Limitations  
As already highlighted in the previous sections the current fixed structure of network 
subsystems (such as the TCP/IP-based architecture of the Internet), although they have 
served very well for the last twenty years, they can no longer serve the needs of emerging 
networks in the face of adaptation to application requirements and network convergence. 
The proof for this insufficiency in the current internet architecture can be witnessed in the 
proliferation of NATs, firewalls and proxies, and other “middleboxes”, specifically 
engineered to patch the network in a rather inelegant way, in an attempt to serve different 
classes of applications, or bridge the gap between different networks (e.g. the Internet 
with the mobile telephony network).  

In ANA and other autonomy-advocating architectures, we have advocated and 
exemplified and need for capacity to adapt, both and equally to application needs and the 
operational environment. This, being the fundamental requirement for enabling 
autonomic behaviour, led us in the previous section to engineer a solution for embodying 
this capability in ANA. In this section we go one step further in our exploration and we 
try to tackle the issue of how to trigger and guide adaptation. 

As a starting point we anticipate that information collected from intra-protocol state and 
from the wider network context, can be used to determine the choice of protocol 
functions, mechanisms and parameters for optimising performance. Our approach is to 
fuse ideas of cross layering and of active and passive measurement into a generic 
framework, so as to provide universal views of a network context. At different levels of 
abstraction these can be used to help choose protocol functions, and dynamically 
compose them into a communication system for the particular application, stream and 
operational context. 

5.2 Background - Motivation 
A key research area currently investigating the effects and performance benefits of 
sharing state information across a network subsystem is cross-layering, which has been 
shown to be more appropriate in newer, non-traditional environments, e.g. [1]. Cross 
layering breaks down layer boundaries, sharing information about network and 
application state, which allows performance to be optimised.  

However cross layering has to date been used in a problem and/or network specific 
manner, focusing on one problem at a time and independently or what is happening in the 
global state of the system (holistic view). It was explained in deliverable D2.1 and 
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exemplified with cases from the literature that to ensure stability of operation and 
ongoing interoperability in the wider network environment, a generic and universal, 
engineered approach is required, which will provide the means to safeguard against 
possible side-effects of cross-layer optimisations. 

At the same time there is need for a solution that will enable better feedback from across 
the network, in terms of currently available bandwidth, delay, jitter and other metrics, as 
well as the physical environment possibly, providing richer context for adaptivity 
decisions such as for example codec choice and content placement. 

The objective of an information sensing and sharing system is to drive adaptation and 
optimisation of what lies between the user (application) and the network environment 
(i.e. the network-subsystem, be that a layered one, a monolithic one, or component-based 
one), so as to improve performance and stability. In that respect a solution for sensing and 
sharing information must support and provide input for run-time functional composition 
and (re-)configuration. 

In this work we have taken the approach of event-based systems due to the fact that they 
can provide low-cost time-sensitive knowledge-driven (interrupt-based) service and a re-
active paradigm to changes happening in the monitored environment. Another reason for 
this choice is the decoupling of system components, permitting them to operate 
independently until there is need to collaborate (event occurrence). This carries the 
potential for easy integration of heterogeneous and independently designed components 
in complex systems that are easy to evolve and scale. At the same time it overcomes the 
limitation of an a-priori decision for a centralized versus a distributed design, as they can 
be used interchangeably for either or a hybrid combination of the two by inherently 
promoting indirection. In view of these arguments, they are fundamentally superior to 
request-reply architectures. 

In the literature there are numerous designs with applications in various time-critical 
applications in data bases, fault detection, environmental sensing, network management, 
etc. Some of the most prominent research prototypes include [Error! Reference source 
not found., Error! Reference source not found., Error! Reference source not found., 
5, 6]. Note that in this research we regard publish subscribe systems as event-systems as 
well. 

In the remaining of this section we describe the design and explain the capabilities of the 
information sensing and sharing architecture. It differs from other initiatives in the 
literature (although integrates many of the interest principles of interest seen in them), 
and it is engineered to meet the requirements of ANA (explored further in subsequent 
sections). 

5.3 General Design of an Information Sensing and 
Sharing Architecture 

In this section we focus on the design and implementation of the information sensing and 
sharing framework (hereafter called the ISS framework). Figure 6 presents an abstract 
view of the building blocks that comprise the architecture (the illustrated 
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scenario/example is discussed in [18]). A closer examination of the main building blocks 
(those semantically related to its functionality) follows, along with a description of the 
basic operation. 

 
Figure 6: ISS Framework. 

There are two sets of components in the ISS framework. The first set of components (on-
line components), provide the runtime functionality of the ISS framework, namely system 
(node/network) awareness. They are responsible for collecting and disseminating 
information in an event driven fashion. These components are the multiplexor, the 
remoting, and the data delivery manager. The other set of components (off-line 
components) are related to management tasks within the framework or between the 
framework and its client entities. These components include the authenticator, the 
registry and the ontology manager. The key functionality is provided by the multiplexor, 
the ontology manager, the data delivery engine, and the remote notification components, 
which we describe next. 

1. The multiplexor is the heart of the ISS framework as it is responsible for 
multiplexing events triggered by one or more event sources and demultiplexes 
them to one or more interested client entities. Any entity sharing information of 
any type acts as an event source, and any entity interested on information acts as 
an event sink. Any ISS client may act as either an event source (providing 
information), or event sink (consuming information) or both. The event 
multiplexing functionality is founded on Boolean algebra to describe the 
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processing that takes place and to guarantee that at from any canonical state, the 
system will progress to another also canonical state (closure property) and 
therefore retain stability and predictability.  Boolean logic operators combining 
event sources, are therefore both extensible and easily combined to generate 
multiplexing capabilities (satisfying the requirements specification of a sink). 
Figure 6 exemplifies three event sources or monitors on the left, operating at 
different protocol layers. Two clients (or event sinks) on the right side have 
registered higher level abstractions of interest that specify how the event sources 
are to be multiplexed. 

2. The data delivery manager is responsible for the sharing of the data and delivery 
to interested parties (event sinks) when a (combination) of event(s) is triggered. 
An analysis of the recent literature in cross layering [7] regarding different types 
of information that is typically shared across the network or across layers, leads us 
to classify information sources into three main categories: those that serve simple 
notifications (binary), those that provide single value information (scalar), and 
those that provide a larger volume of (spatially or temporally) collected data. In 
the first case, if an information consumer is only interested in the occurrence of an 
event then the multiplexor provides the complete functionality. However, in the 
latter two cases, where a larger volume of information is shared, the data delivery 
component will decide on an scheme for delivering the information as well as 
how the information may be arranged depending on semantic heuristics such 
timeliness and volume. For instance aggregation operations may be instructed and 
copy of the data to a location appointed by the information consumer or combine 
the information in dynamically generated data structures as prescribed by the 
information consumer and buffered in a queue. 

3. The remote notification facility. is used to extend the ISS functionality beyond the 
node’s scope across the network, in order to enable network driven context 
awareness. It augments the functionality of the mutliplexor and the data delivery 
component across the network in a uniform way, thus promoting a universal view 
of the information collection and dissemination process towards the clients of the 
ISS framework. As it simply extends the corresponding APIs, it is not bound to 
any specific network transport and may deploy any available transport protocol. A 
significant limitation of course is the existence of delays or errors during the 
propagation of information across the network and this has to be taken into 
account in the construction of a multiplex. However, in cases where this is an 
inevitable condition the ability to localize processing and aggregate 
information/events before transmitting them over the network is actually a benefit. 
The main additional flexibility offered through the ISS framework is the ability to 
combine separate or different event sources across the network. These issues are 
still an open issue in the proposed design. 

4. The ontology manager. One of the main feasibility challenges in the ISS 
framework is the task of understanding the client/sink requirements and 
translating them to a multiplexing of event/information sources. The abstraction 
that ISS provides between information collection and information use relies on 
this capability. This requires some formal means for expression of requirements 
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(from the information users), and an inference process for associating them 
correctly with the capabilities and services provided by the entities that generate 
the events and provide the information. A domain ontology backed by a 
knowledge base of user provided “experience” is deployed to leverage this 
process. The knowledge base stores information of how combinations of events 
associate with high level abstractions that the information consumers use to 
express their requirements. Some simple examples are shown below. 

A summary of the operation of the ISS framework is as follows. Entities, which are able 
to collect and share information, register with ISS as information providers, while entities 
that want to acquire information register as information consumers. Information providers 
are essentially event sources for the ISS framework, while information consumers are 
event sinks. Any single client module of the ISS framework may register as an 
information provider, consumer or both. During the registration process the client is first 
authenticated with the framework and acquires an ID token (hash key) which presents to 
the framework thereafter in all transactions. If the client is an information consumer 
module the ontology manager parses its requirements specification, consults its 
knowledge base for translating to the appropriate bindings of event sources, and generates 
the event multiplex description, which is passed to the multiplexor for instantiation. The 
multiplexor then instantiates the ‘wiring’ and registers the events with the event sources. 
Thereafter, operation begins, and whenever the appropriate combination of events occur 
the collected information is delivered to the event sink, in the form determined by the 
data delivery component. This resembles the illustration of Figure 7. 

  
Figure 7 (a) and (b): ISS Operation 
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In Figure 7.a, mux1 combines events from monitor1 and monitor2 and propagates an 
event to mux2 which in turn combines with an event from monitor3 and upon trigger fires 
a notification to moduleA (which presumably computes some logic). Similarly, mux3 
combines events from sources monitor2 and monitor3 and propagates an event to a mux 
at a remote ISS instance in the network as well as to mux4. Finally mux4 combines the 
output from mux3 and a remote event source from the network, and upon trigger sends a 
notification to logic module2. The plug-in interface on the left enables simple processing 
capabilities for the multiplexing elements so as to allow them to perform “aggregation” 
functions (used for internal processing of the combined input signals). Example of such 
operations might be simple data aggregation, averaging of values, min-max operations, 
etc. 

Figure 7.b, at the right corner, illustrates the event API of an information provider 
modules by which they are able to deploy input filter corresponding to the events to be 
fired. For example when filter mask 1 and 3 are matched event 2 is fired, while when 
filter mask 2 and 3 are matched event 1 is fired. 

One concern regarding the ISS framework is obviously the performance overhead that is 
introduced. This concern has led to a number of implementation strategies that aim to 
minimize overhead. First, the service provided by the ISS framework does not rely on a 
running server process but rather is implemented as a set of dynamically loaded shared 
libraries that maintain a shared memory allocation for the common parts of all user 
processes. A second improvement is that once the initial event multiplex has been 
produced for an information consumer, a number of algebraic optimizations may take 
place to reduce the operations required. These optimizations are quite straightforward 
most of the times since the construction of a multiplex is founded on an extensible 
algebra on event automata, which also complies to generic optimisation techniques in the 
literature (Mealy/Moore machines). The expected effect in practice is the reduction of the 
number of computations, the number of intermediate processing steps in the propagation 
of the event notifications, and the amount of memory allocations required for the data 
structures in the multiplex. Note that most test cases that we have considered, after simple 
optimizations the number of steps is reduced to 2. 

5.4 Targeting Performance  
As it was briefly pointed out earlier timeliness of event delivery is critical in an event 
based framework that is tailored to network systems operation, as very often network or 
system occurring events have a short-lived temporal validity. At the same time the 
analysis of various metrics from the literature (presented in the respective section of 
deliverable D2.2), has shown that several of the measurable quantities that can potentially 
trigger events, often occur at very high rates (congestion window, flow state, packet 
arrivals, frame errors). Therefore it is important for the ISS framework to be able to 
follow the pace that events sources are triggered. 
For this reason we were driven to characterize the performance of ISS in terms of two 
measurable metrics, notification propagation delay and response time of the system to the 
event occurrences. 
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As the current prototype is a user space software implementation, it is easily understood 
that there is plenty of space of performance improvement from an equivalent kernel space 
or in hardware implementation (FPGAs). The initial measurements we have carried out 
however are quite encouraging. 
Figure 8 shows an analysis of the propagation delay for a single event that triggers 1000 
notifications to a consumer in a multiplex that has a number of 5 intermediate 
multiplexing structures (mux elements) between the event producer and the event 
consumer (we consider this to be a representative number of intermediate data structures 
for the majority of cases we have encountered in the cross-layering literature).  

notification propagation delay
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Figure 8 

Figure 8.b (table) and Figure 8.c (box-plot) show the important percentiles of the 
distribution of the delay values with the 25% and 75% being in the range of 11-12 μsec 
(note that the granularity of the benchmarking tool was at 290nsec). Finally Figure 8.d 
shows the delay value distribution against a normal distribution which shows a small 
skew at the highest delay values (10% of them), which is encountered at the first few data 
samples and is most probably due to the adjustment of the benchmarking tool. 
Figure 9, further examines the issue of propagation delay increase as the size of the 
multiplex increases. While we have stressed the test to unrealistically large sizes of 
multiplexes (104) the aim is to discover the saturation points of our implementation. It is 
appreciated that in no case a multiplex will contain more than a couple of 10ths of mux 
data structures in depth (all examples we have considered from the literature need less 
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than 10). Figure 9.a shows that the propagation delay does not exceed on average the 1ms 
limit before a size of 500 mux structures and it remains below 100μsec until a multiplex 
size of 50 mux structures. Figure 9.b shows more clearly in log scale how the variance 
and standard error follow the propagation delay increase as the multiplex size increases. 
We observe a step in the variance and standard deviation at the 500 mux sized multiplex 
(in depth). This is due to the fact that events were fired at 1 msec intervals in all cases and 
therefore since for the 500 mux sized multiplex the propagation delay exceeds the 1 msec, 
some of the events have to wait longer before the previous ones are delivered. This also 
suggests that events (encountering larger delays) are queued but not lost. Finally Figure 
9.c shows the dispersion of our 8 averaged data sets about their means (25% and 75% 
quantiles). 
Regarding the response time it is very encouraging that up until a multiplex size of 100 
mux structures in depth, our implementation can respond by triggering notifications in 
real time to network packet arrival times (120μsec is the nominal minimum packet inter-
arrival delay for a 100Mbit network card). 
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Figure 9.  

To further measure the response time we arranged that notifications are fired at small 
intervals (50μsec 100μsec and 150μsec – 120μsec matches the minimum at line speed of 
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a 100Mbit network interface) from multiple simulated event sources. In Figure 10 we 
show how the propagation delay varies as a function of the number of event sources 
(mean/standard deviation). In all cases the experiment showed that our implementation is 
quite robust and scales really well as the “breadth” (number of sources) increases in a 
multiplex. 
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Figure 10. Response times for multiple event sources 

Finally, despite that the most important quantification of performance so far has been in 
terms of temporal aspects (i.e. propagation delay and response time), we also considered 
important to examine the memory overhead imposed on the host system. This is shown in 
Figure 11 where we show how memory needs for the multiplex construction increase 
with the number of event sources. Once again the results are quite encouraging and 
justify our implementation decisions. 
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Figure 11. Memory overhead 
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5.5 Attaining Correctness  
Performance as evaluated in the previous section is one fundamental requirement, 
correctness is the second one. Attaining correct operation in event systems is an 
interesting engineering challenge mainly due to the asynchronous nature. Furthermore 
what is expected to be the correct operation in one event-based system might not be the 
case for another. It is a case specific goal. 
For this reason we tend to model the system as a black box, then, examine and specify its 
expected behavior, and finally proceed to engineer the system to implement this behavior. 
It is often pertinent in the literature, in order assist capturing and understanding the 
requirements, the use of a formal specification language to describe the externally 
perceived behavior of the system. We use a similar tactic here to first specify the external 
behavior of the ISS framework with regard to the requirements that ANA imposes, and 
then we proceed to explained how the internal engineering of the framework complies 
with this specification. 
Most formal models (and as a result the one we consider here), define a system as a state 
machine, moving from one state to the next through actions. The black box view entails 
defining the correct behavior of the system at its interface. The system’s evolution can be 
specified as a sequence of states describing a system’s behavior, and it is called a trace. 
Trace semantics can be used to describe the behavior of a single process system as well 
as concurrent and distributed systems. At first this may sound counterintuitive as well as 
unrealistic, as it is not possible to enforce total ordering in distributed or concurrent 
systems. Yet, although it is possible to provide unrealistic and impossible specifications 
for distributed systems if they are defined in terms of total or global time, however if 
relative time and ordering is defined only for causally related states, it is possible to 
define implementable specifications, such as the ones we examine here. 
Some definitions for our formal expressions in accordance with the literature [8] are 
shown in Table 2 
 
Trace A sequence of states σ = σ0, σ1, σ2, ... 
Subtrace Let σ = σ0, σ1, σ2, ... be a trace. Then if for i≥ 0 the subtrace σ|i is the 

trace σ = σi, σi+1, σi+2, ...  
Specification A specification Σ is a set of traces. A system satisfies a specification Σ if 

it only exhibits traces which are in Σ. A specification is given as a set of 
combined predicates on traces. 

Atomic 
Predicate 

The atomic predicate P is true for every trace whose first state satisfies 
P 

 
Logical operators for predicates ϖ (OR),  

ω (AND),  
Ψ (if-then),  
¬ (true if atomic P is not satisfied) 
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Quantifiers  (for each)  
 (for every) 

 
Temporal operators ± (next) 

 (eventually) 
∼ (always) 

If Ψ is an arbitrary temporal formula and σ = σ0, σ1, σ2, ... is an arbitrary trace 

 Ψ is true for trace σ if there exists an i≥ 0 such that Ψ is true for the trace σ|i 
∼ Ψ is true for trace σ if for all i≥ 0 Ψ is true for the trace σ|i 
± Ψ is true for trace σ if Ψ is true for the trace σ|1 

Table 2. Formal definitions and operators 

Using the formal expressions defined so far, we try in a step-wise fashion to introduce 
and explain the behavioral requirements for the ISS framework. 
A basic event system consists of client components acting as producers or consumers of 
notifications (occasionally both as well), and an event notification service (that would be 
the ISS framework in our case). The producers and consumers interact with the event 
notification service via its interface that offers a set of input/output operations (Table 3). 
The operations subscribe, unsubscribe, and publish are input operations, whereas notify is 
an output operation. 
 

Subscribe (X, F) Consumer X subscribes to event notifications 
specified in filter F 

Unsubscribe (X, F) Consumer X unsubscribes from event 
notifications specified in filter F 

Publish (Y, n) Producer Y publishes event notification n 
Notify (X, n) Consumer X is notified about event n 

 Table 3. Event notification service interface operations 

To explain a bit more these operations, let us introduce their semantics and their 
operation domains: 
Let C the domain of all components in the system 

Let N φ C the set of all notifications delivered to a consumer via the notify interface 
operation. 

Let Fφ C the set of all filters that is notification subscriptions a consumer is interested in. 
Subscriptions or Un-subscription to notifications are carried out through subscribe and 
unsubscribe interface operations. Note that in ISS these two operations happen implicitly 
at the registration to the ISS service and based on these the multiplex is constructed. This 
as will be discussed later on offers the advantage that the multiplex as a notification 
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service can be subjected to optimisation to the consumer and system’s requirements, 
offering a significant flexibility advantage over typical publish subscribe systems. 
Several implicit assumptions are expected to be enforced such as  

- notifications are unique (i.e. each notification n 0 N can be published at most 
once) 

- every filter is uniquely identified to enable distinguishing between subscriptions 
At the same time the state of the event notification service is characterised by three state 
variables, whose value is changed through the interface operations as shown in Table 4: 

- Sx , the set of active subscriptions 
- Px , the set of published notifications 
- Dx , the set of delivered notifications 
 

Subscribe (X, F) S’
x = Sx χ {F} 

Unsubscribe (X, F) S’
x = Sx \ {F} 

Publish (Y, n) P’
y = Py χ {n} 

Notify (X, n) D’
x = Dx χ {n} 

Table 4. Updates of the state variables 

The behaviour of the event system is defined by its reaction (notify operation) to the 
actions of its external components: (a) producers (publish operation), and (b) consumers 
(subscribe/unsubscribe operations). Therefore the initial requirements for the basic event 
system are identified in terms of the correct operation of its interface [3, 9], and they can 
be informally stated as follows: 

i) a component receives only notifications it has currently subscribed to (no false 
notifications) 

ii) a component receives notifications that have been previously published (no 
lost notifications) 

iii) a component receives each notification at most once (no false positives) 
iv) a component receives all future notifications matching one of its active 

subscriptions 
The first three requirements define a safety property [10] and can be formalised in the 
following postulate 

A simple event system is a system that exhibits only traces satisfying the 
following: 

∼ [notify (Y, n) Ψ  

[n 0 N(SY) ] ϖ  

[ n 0 χ X 0 C PX ] ϖ  

[  ∼ ¬ notify (Y, n) ]] 
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Equation 1. Safety-basic property 
The fourth requirement essentially describes the real operation of the system (liveness 
property [10]) and can be formally expressed in the following postulate 

A simple event system is a system that exhibits only traces satisfying the 
following: 

∼ [∼ (F 0 SY ) Ψ  

 [  ∼ (publish (X, n) ϖ n 0 N(F)  Ψ  notify (Y, n)) ]] 
Equation 2. Liveness property 

The liveness condition describes under what circumstances a notification is delivered to a 
consumer. It reads as: “If at some point in time a consumer Y registers (by subscribing to 
a filter F) to receive every notification matching filter F, then from some time onwards 
when a provider X publishes a notification that matches the filter F will be propagated to 
consumer Y”. 
These two properties, essentially guarantee that “nothing bad” will happen and that 
“something good” will eventually happen throughout the operation of the system. It is 
shown in the literature [11, 12, 13] that all properties of a system can by expressed by 
intersection of clauses in either of the two properties above.  
As one may notice although these properties describe what happens in the basic operation 
of an event system, there are no temporal or ordering constraints. However, ordering is an 
important aspect for the operation of the ISS framework, as it allows inference about the 
relationships of the events happening in an environment, and characterisation of an 
environment (which may allow further inference on what functions or mechanisms to 
deploy – i.e. composition, one of our main goals for ANA). As not all events are 
necessarily correlated total ordering, which is hard to achieve especially in a concurrent 
or distributed environment and restricts scalability, is not necessary. Local FIFO and 
causal ordering on the other hand is what we are interested in: i.e. ordering should be 
respected temporally when events occur local and should be achievable globally among 
events that are correlated somehow with a causal relationship. 
To include the FIFO-local and causal ordering requirement for an event system we need 
to extend the safety property to include the following clauses 

An event system respects FIFO-producer ordering if it only exhibits traces 
satisfying the following requirements: 

n1  n2 ϖ  [publish (C1 , n1 ) ϖ  publish (C1 , n2 )] Ψ 

¬  [notify (C2 , n2) ϖ  notify (C1 , n1)]  

Equation 3.  Safety-FIFO property 

 
An event system respects causal ordering if it only exhibits traces 
satisfying the following requirements for every k ≥ 2: 
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 (1 ≥ i, j ≤ k ), i  j Ψ ni  nj  ϖ 

 [publish (C1 , n1 ) ϖ  

 [notify (C2 , n1 ) ϖ  [publish (C2 , n2 ) ϖ  
  … 

 [notify (Ck , nk-1 ) ϖ  publish (Ck , nk ) ]… ] ] ] Ψ 

¬  [notify (Y , nk ) ϖ  notify (Y , n1 )]  

Equation 4.  Safety-causal property 

Equation 3 states that notifications which are published by a component C1 should not be 
delivered to a component C2 in order different from the order that they have been 
published. Equation 4 says, is that if there is a sequence of components (consumers 
and/or providers), and one of them say Ci publishes a notification ni, which is propagated 
to a component Ci+1, then if i<k, component Y should not be notified about n1 after it was 
notified about nk. 
Note that causal ordering practically implies FIFO ordering as well, which means that 
notifications are delivered in the same order that they occur. Therefore the second clause 
practically obsoletes the first one when events are related causally. 
Now that we have managed to define the interface specification for the correct behavior 
of our event-system, we enter inside the black-box to explain how the engineering of the 
the ISS system satisfies its specification and wherever needed evaluate the truthfulness of 
out postulations. 

5.5.1  Evaluation of the Safety-basic, Safety-causal and 
Liveness properties 

Looking at the safety-basic property in ISS the first requirement (a component receives 
only notifications it has currently subscribed) it is guaranteed by design at the multiplex 
construction time. When the multiplex is constructed by processing the consumer 
requirements specification, a wiring is determined that defines a fixed circuitry for the 
lifetime of its operation only between the consumer and the events (producers) or its 
interest. Errors, if they appear will be due to erroneous wiring either from software bugs 
in the implementation of the processing of the requirements specification, or due to 
erroneous knowledge stored in the ontology; in any case these are neither design nor run-
time errors. In the current prototype we have done rigorous testing with different 
scenarios to try and eliminate any such errors. 
The second and third requirements (component receives notifications that have been 
previously published and a component receives each notification at most once) essentially 
demand that there are no lost notifications and that no false positive notifications are 
propagated, respectively. 
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To achieve the former we had two options. If the ISS framework was implemented as a 
service running on its own (daemon) process we would counter lost notifications by 
providing sufficiently large queues to hold the incoming notifications from the publish 
interface. However as the number of event producers increases and the rate at which 
notifications are triggered can vary, it is hard to assess what a “sufficiently large” queue 
can be. Therefore adaptive queue sizes would be needed. This imposes an additional 
computational overhead every time the queues are resized, which at the same time can 
impose performance degradation for the rate the system processes/propagates the 
notifications. A switch in thinking contributed in our choice to implement ISS as a shared 
library. What this means is that each process essentially processes (propagates) by using 
ISS its locally generated notifications within its own scheduling quantum! As the need for 
access competition to the critical parts of the shared memory is distributed among the 
mux data structures of interest, the waiting time for each process it minimised (and 
moreover is decreased as the number of intermediate mux allocations increases – which is 
an amortisable wiring decision). Furthermore, there is no need for queues maintenance 
within the ISS framework; instead in the worst case where events within an event source 
are generated at a higher rate than they are consumed, each event source is free to choose 
a best strategy for managing them, either postponing them, or aggregating them, waiting 
sleeping or queuing them internally or even traffic shaping them (this was also shown and 
argued in Figure 9b, when we explained the fluctuation in variance). In any case the 
problem is therefore distributed (mitigated) and localised for better management. And 
although this is a theoretical worst case handling strategy, our implementation decisions 
has been justified by experimental results which have shown that there is no real concern 
even when events occur near line speeds (Figure 10). In Figure 12, we show the 
triggering of 25 events at random times in a multiplex with 10 event sources. The strict 
monotonic increase in the excitation times proves that the notifications are delivered in 
FIFO-order and the existence of a red bar (delivery) adjacent to each yellow bar (event 
firing), shows there were no lost notifications (the experiment involved 300 event triggers 
in total with the same behavior).  
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Figure 12. Subset of 300 event notifications in a multiplex of 10 event sources (FIFO 
ordering, No lost notifications) 



To guarantee that each notification is delivered at most once (no false positives), there are 
a number of mechanisms used within the ISS framework to tackle different facets of this 
issue.  
First of all every notification appearing in the multiplex is uniquely identified through the 
the id of the data structure of its origin. At the same time its current state within the 
intermediate structures in the multiplex is marked through a flag which is cleared right 
after it has been propagated to the next processing stage (mux) or consumed, thus making 
sure that no stale state is retained that may cause the re-evaluation of the event. In the 
cases of events that have temporal validity and need to be “remembered” for an amount 
of time, there exists a temporal memory mechanism to make sure that the current state of 
the event is preserved for as long as the event is valid. This however is guaranteed not to 
cause re-triggering the same notification by design, only contribute in another 
notification’s propagation (in case the two are causally dependent). To elaborate on this a 
bit more, we remind the reader that due to the distributed operation of ISS (as a shared 
library), processing steps (i.e. notification propagations) happen only in response to 
single events occurring in the context of a producer’s process, and not otherwise. As a 
result a notification may reach a consumer only if an event has actually occurred. Those 
notifications whose state has been temporally cached within the framework (by means of 
the temporal memory structures) can only contribute in the further propagation of a 
notification that has excited the framework and not in their own self-propagation.  
Another issue concerns the false positives. There is the always the possibility that events 
similar to “events of interest” may occur at unexpected times for a number of reasons, 
and so their appearance signify nothing but “white noise” unless a number of other 
conditions are met. Such conditions are possible to prevent within ISS through 
reinforcing causal ordering, localising event composition, and realising sophisticated mux 
operations in the multiplex design.  
An illustrating example of false-positive prevention is the following: Let’s assume that a 
notification is wished to be delivered to a consumer when a TCP server connection 
request appears providing the input host interface through which the request appeared. A 
packet sniffer serves as an event source triggering a notification when a TCP SYN packet 
is detected delivering as notification data the source endpoint information as well as the 
interface info. The consumer may then use the information to carry out some “advanced” 
operation (interface accounting, load balancing, etc). However this alone (appearance of a 
TCP SYN packet) does not constitute evidence for the existence of a TCP connection 
establishment, and therefore if the consumer was notified for every TCP SYN packet 
appearance it would not operate as expected. For this reason we deploy a second event 
source is a monitor of the TCP protocol state, which triggers a notification whenever a 
connection with for certain client endpoint information is established. A multiplex wiring 
to serve our purpose is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Event multiplex for reliable stream abstract event detection 

Whenever a TCP SYN event occurs a notification is triggered. This notification is cached 
at the mux for some memory interval (which corresponds to the TCP connection timeout 
period). At the same time a mux operation that reads the source information of the packet 
“activates” the second event source with access trigger (pattern match) the packet source 
information. The TCP state monitor may try to fire a notification at every TCP 
connection establishment, but its event data structure is only activated (excites the 
multiplex) whenever the notification data match the access trigger. If these correspond to 
the TCP SYN source endpoint, the notification reaches to the mux. At the mux if the 
memory interval of the TCP SYN notification has not expired, the right event pattern has 
occurred and the notification is finally delivered to the consumer. This operation shows 
one way of how the property of causal ordering, and composition within the framework 
can leverage correctness and safety in the notification delivery mechanism. Figure 14 
evaluates the instantiation of this operation in ISS, by showing the times that events occur 
and the times a notification is delivered to the consumer. That is, a TCP connection event 
establishment event is propagated only after a TCP SYN is detected before it (which 
permits its propagation). Moreover a notification is triggered and delivered to the 
consumer only when the TCP connection is establishment has occurred within the 
validity period that the TCP SYN detection is cached in memory. 
 

Excited Element 
firing offset 
(msec) 

memory 
(msec) 

notify consumer offset 
(msec) 

TCP Conn 0    
TCP SYN 2000.005029 30000   
TCP Conn 11000.00363  11000.0109 
TCP SYN 41000.00559 30000   
TCP Conn 50000.00447  50000.0095 
TCP SYN 90000.00531 30000   
TCP Conn 150000.0078    
TCP Conn 152000.0045    
TCP SYN 160000.0039 30000   
TCP SYN 162000.0059 30000   
TCP SYN 173000.0036 30000   
TCP Conn 180000.0045  180000.014 
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Figure 14 

Regarding the liveness property (a component receives all future notifications matching 
one of its active subscriptions), its interpretation in the context of ISS suggest that an 
event trigger from a subscribed source does not deterministically result in the delivery of 
a notification to a consumer, but rather only after the multiplex construction is complete 
and thereafter if its processing within the multiplex contributes to the conditional 
generation of a notification. This is indeed guaranteed, for two reasons. First of all, the 
subscription to events results in the construction of a multiplex wiring, and operation 
starts only after the completion of the multiplex construction. The fixed wiring thereafter 
enforces the propagation of all event triggers that enter the multiplex. Second, the 
absence of queues from our design and implementation of the multiplex (discussed 
earlier), enforces that event propagation/processing is immediate (events are not likely to 
disappear by queue overflows or other queue handling issues), and that it either happens, 
once the trigger enters the multiplex, or it does not at all, if it does not enter the multiplex. 
Finally to the extend that an event contributes to the generation of a consumer 
notification, and that is subject to the event detection pattern encoded in the intermediate 
mux structures, the notification will actually reach the consumer. 
This last statement is seen in the example of Figure 13. At first looking at the evaluation, 
it may seem that compliance to the liveness is not accomplished. However, one can see 
that this is a false perception when she realizes that in this example the consumer 
subscribes to some event abstraction (the abstract event “reliable stream”), instead of the 
explicit low level events of TCP connection detection and TCP SYN detection. The 
liveness property is seen to hold in Figure 14, as a notification is always delivered to the 
consumer, each time the correlation of the low-level events satisfies the detection pattern 
represented in the reliable stream event abstraction (yellow rectangles). 
Note that it is possible for the consumer to subscribe to the actual event sources directly if 
it wishes but in this case the benefit of indirection and abstraction is lost and the 
correlation processing of low level events will be left to the consumer. This case was 
shown in the experiment of Figure 12. The operation/capability of event pattern detection 
and composition is properly introduced and explained in detail in the following section. 
Finally as far as the ordering (safety-causal) is concerned if is seen in both earlier 
examples (Figure 12 and Figure 14) that it is respected in ISS. In Figure 12, all events are 
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temporally delivered in the exact order that they occur (FIFO), and in Figure 14 the 
notifications about the presence of a reliable stream are delivered in the order that they 
occur and also each consumer notification is generated only when a TCP SYN packet has 
caused the establishment of a TCP connection. The semantics and engineering of an 
event abstraction captures in this case the causal relationship of the two lower level 
events. 

5.6 Facilitating Composition and Distribution 
For certain applications and environments the expressiveness of event subscriptions by 
consumers needs to go beyond expressing requirements in terms of primitive low level 
events. In these cases a service for event composition facilitates the management of a set 
of low level events, enabling the consumer to specify its interest in a way that is 
semantically meaningful to it. Practically this service introduces one or more levels of 
indirection that enable the consumer to subscribe to an event pattern which in return is 
composed (transparently) through a correlation of lower level of events. 
Looking a bit deeper in sophistication, one of the main design principles of ISS has been 
the use of what we call event abstractions to decouple semantic dependencies between 
consumers and providers, by means of event composition. Event abstractions are filters 
which aim to capture such event patterns; they enable indirection, composition and 
aggregation of lower level events. In this section we evaluate this service by means of an 
example that aims to demonstrate the purpose that this service facilitates. Before hands 
we set a formal context that specifies the required operation of this service and through 
which we can argue for the design decisions made. 

5.6.1  Composite Event Definitions 
A composite event service is based on the notion of a composite event abstraction that 
allows subscribers to avoid being overwhelmed by a large number of primitive 
notifications. The composite event is published whenever a certain pattern of events 
occurs. Note that any of the so called primitive events may as well be another lower-level 
event abstraction (!), enabling multiple levels of abstraction/indirection. The subscriber to 
the composite event (consumer) can subscribe directly to a complex event pattern as 
opposed to having to subscribe to all the primitive events that make up the pattern. In this 
case the correctness properties examined in the previous section (safety, liveness) needs 
to hold separately between the subscriber and the composite event, and each composite 
event and its composing events, as opposed to between the consumer and the primitive 
events! 
Often the subscriber of the composite event may be interested in the notification data of 
the primitive events that caused the composite event to occur and that is managed in ISS 
through the virtual mapping mechanism of the data delivery component (see general 
design section). Since a composite event is composed by primitive events following a 
well defined set of rules every composite event can be assigned an (composite) event type 
of its own, which allows the subscriber to perceive it as yet another primitive event. 
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Knowledge about the event composites can be fixed (hardcoded), however in ISS we 
propose the use of a knowledge base supported by a domain-ontology to facilitate 
extensibility in accommodating new composite events or allow any composite event to be 
composed/expressed by alternative primitive event sets (producers). 
The following formalizations are in accordance with [14]. 
 
Definition 1: Every composite event c has a composite type τc and belongs to the 
composite event space C, 
 

(c: τc) 0  C 
 

and consists of an interval timestamp tc  and a set of composite subevents {c1 , c2 , …ck}, 
 

(c: τc) = (tc , {c1 , c2 , …ck}) 
 
The interval timestamp states when the event occurred and how long it is valid for. Since 
in distributed event systems there is no notion of global time [15], the temporal aspects of 
composite events can be captured better using interval timestamps [16], expressing the 
clock uncertainty at the event framework instance as well as its validity duration from the 
first composing event to the last. 
The temporal relationships between composite events can be captured by the following 
two relational operators which will be used as seen later in the event detection 
formalization: 
 
Definition 2: An interval timestamp tc, has start time tc

l , and end time tc
h 

 
tc = [tc

l ; tc
h

,],  (h: high, l: low), tc
l ≤ tc

h 
 
and they may be ordered with either of the following two ordering operators 
  

(strong order: non overlapping intervals) 

tc1  <  tc2  ⋅ tc1
h ≤ tc2

l     
 

(weak order: overlapping intervals) 

tc1   tc2 ⋅ ( tc1
h ≤ tc2

h ) ω ( tc1
h = tc2

h ϖ  tc1
l < tc2

l )  
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5.6.2  Composite Event Detection 
The semantics of the composite event detection process can be elegantly captured by 
means of event detection automata [17], which are extended finite state automata that 
incorporate temporal semantics. This formal representation has the advantages that (a) 
enables a well understood computational model that can easily map to an implementation, 
(b) their expressiveness allows predictable discrete resource usage in a system, and (c) 
any regular expression language is a mere 1-1 or 1-many mappings of the defined 
operators for the automata, which express the event detection patterns. 
A detection automaton comprises of a finite number of states and transitions among them. 
Each state is described by an input domain Σ, which is a collection of event sets (A, B, C, 
etc). An event set comprises of one (primitive) or more (composite) events eligible for 
firing whose processing may cause the transition to a next state. In any given state only 
these events are considered of all the existing events in the system. 
A detection automaton can have one of 4 different types of state (Figure 15). A detection 
starts at the initial state. Ordinary states are normal states the event automaton moves to 
deterministically when one or more of the events in the input domain are detected. A 
generative state is the state entered at the moment that the composite event pattern is 
triggered, and therefore a composite event is generated. Finally a generative time state is 
a generative state in which the automaton enters only temporarily for the duration of a 
timestamp interval while waiting for an event in the input domain to occur. If it does not 
and the timestamp expires, the event composite does not generate a notification. The 
generative time state captures the temporal non-deterministic conditions that may appear 
for the trigger of the composite event. 
 

 
 

Figure 15 Event detection automata states 

The transitions between states can have one of two forms ( 

Figure 16). Strong transitions take place when an event occurring at a state follow a 
previously detected event with strong ordering (<) (non overlapping timestamp 
intervals). Weak transitions take place when an event occurring at a state follow a 

previously detected event with weak ordering ( ) (possibly overlapping timestamp 
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intervals). Strong and weak transitions therefore represent different temporal 
relationships between events detections. Finally, empty transitions (e-transitions), that is 

ansitions not in-response to an event detection, are possible internally in the automaton 
and may occur non-deterministically. 
 

tr

 
 

Figure 16 (a) Strong transition (b) Weak transition 

In  

Figure 16 an event a occurs after the initialisation of the automaton, leading to a strong 
transition to state S . The detection of event b then occurs triggering a weak transit1 ion 
from state S1 to the generative state for the composite event notification. The detection of 
event b might precede the lapse of the timestamp interval of the detection of event a. This 
imple composite event captures the event pattern where event b occurs after event a. 

To exemplify the operation of the event detection automaton, we present an example 
from the literature. 
 

s

 
 

Figure 17 Event system scenario 

In Figure 17 there are two consumers (A, B) and three event sources (providers: D, E, F). 
Consumer A is interested in the occurrence of events d, e, f and carries out an operation if 
they have occurred in sequence (d;e;f). Consumer B is interested in the occurrence of 
events d, f and performs some operation when they have both occurred within an interval 
t ≤ 4 msec from each other.  
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Without the use of the composition service the two consumers need to explicitly 
subscribe to their events of interest, so as to receive all notifications from them. 

 convey an event occurrence timestamp (which will allow each consumer to 

chronous 

omaton represents an event (let c1, and c2). In other words they are at 

 and 2 T ≤ 

sec  respectively.  
As A and B essentially subscribe to the composite events ISS needs to be able to capture 
and so specification of the expected event patterns needs to be accurate. This is 
formalised using the extended event automata presented earlier. 
 

Consumer A would subscribe for notifications from provider D, E and F, while consumer 
B would subscribe for notifications from providers D and F. In ISS this precipitates the 
existence of two event multiplexes, one for each consumer, each multiplexing the 
appropriate corresponding event sources. 
Thereafter whenever notifications are published each consumer would internally need to 
identify whether the anticipated event pattern has occurred and decide whether to carry 
out its intended operation. For example consumer A would need to be able to infer if the 
events have occurred in the sequence (d;e;f) or any other in order to decide if it needs to 
respond to it. Although in this example it is easily feasible as each notification in ISS may 
optionally
infer the event occurrence pattern), however in more complex scenarios this may turn out 
to be an intensive task, often imposing design constraints for a consumer module (e.g. if 
base events occur at a high rate the consumer operation will not permit an asyn
design). 
If an event composition service is used however there will be two composite events 
constructed internally in the event system. The logic required for constructing expected 
pattern detection automaton is mitigated to the composition service within ISS.  
Looking at them from the provider’s point of view each detection automaton is perceived 
as a consumer (let C1 and C2). Looking at them from the consumer’s point of view on the 
other hand each aut
the same time both consumers (of base events) and providers (of composite events), and 
thus they exhibit properties of both identities. As event abstractions they represent the 
exact event patterns that consumer A and B expect, that is c1 = (d;e;f) c  = (d, f)
4m

 
 

(a) Detection automaton for c1 
 

(b) Detection automaton for c2 
Figure 18Figure 18.a shows the automaton for composite event c1. The automaton starts 
at state S0 which is the initial state and with input domain {d}. Upon detection of d from 
provider D, it moves to ordinary state S1 with input domain {e} through a strong 
transition, and upon detection of e, it moves to ordinary state S2 with input domain {f} 
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again with a strong transition. When f occurs the automaton moves to the generative state 
C3 where the composite event c1 = (d;e;f) fires a notification to the subscriber A.  
Similarly Figure 18.b shows the automaton for composite evebt c2. This automaton now 
starts at initial state S0 which is the initial state and with input domain {d, f}. If either of 
these events is detected from their respective providers, the automaton will move to one 
the two (or both) states T1 or T2. T1 is a generative time state with input domain {f}χ{T1 
= 4msec}, while T2 is a generative time state with input domain {d}χ{T2 = 4msec }. A 
weak transition from T1 upon detection of f or from T2 upon detection of d, within the 
time interval of 4msec in either case, will lead to a generative state C3 that signals the 

otification will be sent to B.  

 

c2 = 

maton for the 

composite event c2 = (d, f)T ≤ 4msec and a n

5.6.3  Composition in ISS 
In ISS the composite event detector is practically embodied in the mux aggregator 
structures within the multiplex, by means of event abstractions. To evaluate the operation
of the service composition mechanism we use the following example, which captures the 
incentive of information sensing as a means to leverage functional composition in ANA.  
We assume a consumer which is a module that deploys a link layer error correction 
mechanism dynamically upon detection of a composite event. The composite event 
captures the following event pattern. We assume three event sources. As in the last 
example, a packet sniffer (provider D) is expected to fire a notification upon detection of 
a TCP SYN packet, and deliver the source information of the packet as well as the 
interface where the packet was detected. A TCP state monitor (event source/provider E) 
instantiates a second event source that triggers notifications whenever a TCP server 
connection is established (we may assume that the TCP monitor is sophisticated enough 
to only fire notifications for certain flow connections, or not, in which case the 
information packet source from the packet sniffer may be used to dynamically program 
the TCP monitor– the sophistication of ISS enables this functionality as shown in the 
previous evaluation example earlier). These two events compose an event abstraction c1 = 
(d;e) T ≤ TCPcontimeout that signifies the detection of a “reliable stream request”. This means 
that the composite event is generated when event d is followed by event e within a time 
interval that equals the TCP connection timeout. The third event source (provider F) is a 
link layer frame error monitor which fires an event whenever the number of link layer 
frame errors at an interface exceed a watermark level. Again ISS is flexible enough (as in 
the example of the TCP state monitor) to allow the use of information from the packet 
sniffer’s notifications to dynamically program the frame monitor for which interface to 
monitor; alternatively we may assume the existence of such a frame error monitor on 
every interface and let the cross-correlation of notification information from the two 
sources for some later stage in the detection process (through a mux operator), or finally 
we can leave it for the consumer to validate it. A second composite event abstraction 
(c1, f) captures the pattern “if there exists a reliable stream request from an interface on 
which frame errors are observed”, signifying the need for link layer error correction. 
In Figure 19.a is shown the detection automaton that implements the “reliable stream 
request” composite event; in Figure 19.b is shown the corresponding auto
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“error correction need” composite event. Finally Figure 19.c shows the complete event 
automaton for the entire system that will be used to generate the multiplex. 
 

 

 
  

(a) Reliable stream detection automaton ) Error correction detection automaton 
with reliable stream abstract event 
 

(a

 
 

(c) Complete dynamic link layer ction deployment automaton 

(C3 in Figure 19.b) which is a generative 

ain. If a 

 be skipped. Although this is 

 error corre
 

Figure 19.  

In Figure 19.c the initial state So has input domain the TCP SYN packet detection event. 
When this is detected the automaton moves strongly to a two independent states T1 and 
S3. T1 is a generative time state where the automaton waits for a time interval equal to 
TCP connection timeout, and has input domain a TCP connection establishment event. If 
in that time interval the TCP connection establishment event occurs, a weak transition 
brings that branch of the automaton to state S2 (C2 in Figure 19.a). This is a generative 
state for the composite event c1 = (d;e) T ≤ TCPcontimeout denoting the existence of a reliable 
stream and has input domain the detection of frame errors. The detection of frame errors 
will cause the transition of S2 to the state C5  
state for the composite event c2 = (c1, f) and therefore notify the consumer A which 
should deploy the error correction mechanism. 
On the other branch S3 is an ordinary state with input domain the frame error detection 
event as well. If this event occurs then the automaton will weakly move from state S3 to 
state T4 awaiting for a reliable stream composite event to occur in its input dom
reliable stream request composite event (c1) is detected once again the automaton will 
move to C5 state which is a generative state for the composite event c2 = (c1, f). 
One may argue that the presence of the S3 – T4 states may
true, however their presence make the event detection process more complete allowing 
that either order of events is part of the event pattern for c2. 
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Figure 20 shows a block diagram of a multiplex construction that implements this 
automaton in ISS. It is worth noting that this is not the only possible multiplex but one 
that can be deterministically be derived from the automaton presented earlier. 

ptimisations of a multiplex structure or different automata that capture the same 
composite event patterns may lead to equally alternative multiplexes in ISS. 
 

O

 
Figure 20. Event multiplex for the error correction abstract event detection 

Finally, upon execution of the above multiplex for this example we are able to evaluate 
its correctness in Figure 21, where we can see that a notification is trigger to the 
consumer only if the event occurrence pattern of the low level events satisfies the 
sequence of states in the event automaton in Figure 19.c (green rectangular area). 
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 of the composite event detection mechanism Figure 21. Evaluation results of the operation

5.6.4  Distribution & Mobility 
So far most of the descriptions and examples presented here have focus on scenarios 
within a host system. However, a composite event service can also implement the 
detection of composite events in a distributed fashion. The fundamental principle of the 
composition service being the composite event, allows localization of the detection 

memory memory 
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process for the composed event. Cascading and recursive event composites are possible 
and easy to decompose in a very flexible fashion that enables the placement of the 
detection mechanism or different parts of it, in disparate locations across a network. 
Among the advocated benefits of event composition is efficient resource use that derives 
from the localization property of composite events and which makes the distribution of an 
event system economic through aggregation (as opposed to exchanging notifications of 
all primitive events across a network infrastructure). In particular, the amount of 
communication is reduced because event detectors for sub-expressions or sub-patterns 
can be positioned close to the primitive event publishers that generate the events 
necessary for the detection. The detection automata described earlier directly support 

bile detector will have a lifecycle that 

f dynamic error 

e as a more sophisticated composite event 

he 
implementation of suitable and possibly extensible distribution policies that will enable 
the effective distribution of multiplexes across a infrastructure of ISS runtime brokers. 

distribution because they can subscribe to composite events detected by other automata in 
the system. 
Taking the discussion one step further one can implement easily mobile composite event 
detectors that can be agent-based entities co-existing within event brokers. These event 
brokers essentially accommodate multiple independent composite event detection 
automata (as described earlier). The detection automata essentially are the “citizens” of a 
large distributed event distribution and information exchanging hosting system in which 
they process events and exchange data. When a consumer or event subscriber submits an 
new composite event subscription, this is decomposed to one or mobile event detectors 
that can be instantiated at an event broker and are responsible thereafter for the detection 
of the sub-patterns of the event composite. Each mo
includes its instantiation, task delegation and workout, and finally its 
collapsing/destruction when it is no longer needed. 
This model should be particularly easy to implement in ISS as the fundamental event 
detection entity is the multiplex. It can be constructed from consumer requirement 
specifications and be decomposed easily in more than one cooperating sub-multiplexes at 
the composite event abstraction level (as shown in the earlier example o
correction request detection). At the same time it is an opaque and modular enough entity 
that can be constructed in one ISS event broker and executed in another. 
Remote communication between and among the ISS framework brokers is implemented 
easily in a way that decouples the event detection from the event distribution. The remote 
ISS facility as briefly described in the general description accommodate a set of plug-ins 
that offer different transports (which may meet different criteria for delay, bandwidth, 
etc) for the remote communication of events over a network. Based on the consumer 
requirements and the composite event type one or the other plug-in mechanism may be 
wired to a multiplex for remote event exchange. And the flexibility is not limited to this 
option only as a consumer may easily operat
broker between remote ISS instances, leveraging complex aggregation and other 
computational operations before distribution. 
The remaining difficulty for the distribution of mobile event detectors is t



5.7 Conclusion & Future Work 
The development of the ISS architecture is by no means complete. At this stage, it can be 
used to provide the core functionality that was evaluated in the previous sections, but 
there is are still plenty of features to implement, and this will be the goal of the upcoming 
year in the ANA project for this task. Namely work is anticipated on the ontology 
manager as well as the distribution and mobility aspects that were briefly introduced in 
the previous section. Finally as the current ISS core is not yet embedded in the ANA 
architecture one work thread in the coming year will be involve an effort to package ISS 
in a functional block. Finally time allowing future work that is anticipated in this task will 
include research on basic logic that will bind/glue the event based output of the ISS 
architecture with the composition framework in a way that may drive evolving 
functionality in the ANA system. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS  

This deliverable introduced the work that has taken place as part of Task 2.2 in ANA. 
Drawing from the identified capabilities that are expected to enable autonomicity in a 
system, throughout the past year we have focused on the analysis and development of a 
framework that enables functional composition and an architecture that provides event-
driven awareness; the latter aims to drive the process of functional composition.  
In the past year we have however covered a substantial ground towards achieving our 
goals. This work is not completely integrated in the ANA prototype at the time of the 
writing of this document, however according to the time plan set, it is expected to reach 
completion in the near future. 
The future directions of the work in this task for the remaining of the project include 
more extensive evaluation of this work and exploration of real world scenarios that will 
demonstrate its benefits. We anticipate enough time in the future for complementing this 
work by exploring the space of introducing logic in the operational cycle of an autonomic 
system: 

Sense  Infer/Decide/Select  Adapt  Sense 
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